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ABSTRACT
The rapid neutron-capture process (r-process) encounters unstable nuclei far from b-stability. Therefore

its observable features, like the abundances, witness (still uncertain) nuclear structure as well as the con-
ditions in the appropriate astrophysical environment. With the remaining lack of a full understanding of
its astrophysical origin, parameterized calculations are still needed. We consider two approaches : (1) the
classical approach is based on (constant) neutron number densities and temperatures T over durationn

ntimescales q ; (2) recent investigations, motivated by the neutrino wind scenario from hot neutron stars
after a supernova explosion, followed the expansion of matter with initial entropies S and electron frac-
tions over expansion timescales q. In the latter case the freezeout of reactions with declining tem-Y

eperatures and densities can be taken into account explicitly.
We compare the similarities and di†erences between the two approaches with respect to resulting

abundance features and their relation to solar r-process abundances, applying for the Ðrst time di†erent
nuclear mass models in entropy-based calculations. Special emphasis is given to the questions of (a)
whether the same nuclear properties far from stability lead to similar abundance patterns and possible
deÐciencies in (1) and (2), and (b) whether some features can also provide clear constraints on the astro-
physical conditions in terms of permitted entropies, values, and expansion timescales in (2). ThisY

erelates mostly to the A\ 110 mass range, where a Ðt to solar r-abundances in high-entropy supernova
scenarios seems to be hard to attain. Possible low-entropy alternatives are presented.
Subject headings : nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances È supernovae : general

1. INTRODUCTION

The question of whether we understand fully all astro-
physical sites leading to an r-process is not a settled one. It
is generally assigned to high-entropy ejecta of Type II
supernovae (SNe II), the events accompanying the deaths of
massive stars and formation of neutron stars (high-entropy
ejecta ; see, e.g., Woosley et al. 1994 ; Takahashi, Witti, &
Janka 1994). But Galactic evolution and the delayed emer-
gence of r-process matter indicate also that probably only
SNe II with long progenitor evolution timescales in the
mass range D8È10 can be responsible (Cowan, Thiele-M

_mann, & Truran 1991 ; Mathews, Bazan, & Cowan 1992 ;
McWilliam et al. 1995). On the other hand, neutron star
mergers or still other low-entropy sites are not necessarily
excluded (e.g., Lattimer et al. 1977 ; Meyer 1989 ; Eichler et
al. 1989 ; Rosswog et al. 1999). Both these environments
provide or can possibly provide high neutron densities and
high temperatures that ensure an (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium in
each isotopic chain before the Ðnal decline of densities and
temperatures during the explosion. Models that try to
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explain the whole r-process composition by low neutron
density (\1020 cm~3) and temperature (\109 K) environ-
ments, such as explosive He burning in massive stars
(Thielemann, Arnould, & Hillebrandt 1979), were clearly
invalidated by Blake et al. (1981) and Cowan, Cameron, &
Truran (1985), as they worked only with excessive initial
abundances of 13C.

For the r-process source discussion it is also helpful to
ask which abundance pattern we need to explain : (1) the
present isotopic r-process abundances in the solar system or
(2) element abundance observations of low-metallicity stars.
The latter are very old stars and display with their
unchanged surface abundances the composition of the
interstellar medium early in Galactic evolution. This relates
to the question whether the solar r-abundances represent an
average of many di†erent contributions or whether each of
these contributions is already identical with the solar
pattern, in terms of elements as well as isotopes. The obser-
vations of low-metallicity stars are all consistent with the
solar r-process pattern, and the relative abundances among
heavy elements apparently do now show any time evolu-
tion. It does not matter whether stars of [Fe/H] \ log

(CS 22892[ 052), [2.7 (HD[(Fe/H)/(Fe/H)
_

]\[3.1
115444), [2.5 (HD 122563), or [1.7 (HD 126238) are
observed (Sneden et al. 1996 ; Cowan et al. 1997), at least for
elements heavier than Ba, as long as the Galaxy is younger
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than the lifetime of low- and intermediate-mass stars that
contribute to s-process abundances. The analysis of Ba line
proÐles in several metal-poor stars, making use of hyperÐne
splitting which causes di†erent line widths and depths for
odd and for even isotopes & Gacquer 1998),(FrancÓ ois
showed that also the ratio of odd to even isotopes agrees
with a solar isotopic r-process distribution. This, plus the
reproduction of the third r-process peak (Os, Ir, Pt), sug-
gests strongly that (at least beyond Ba) all contributing
astrophysical events have a solar r-process composition,
opposite to claims of others (Goriely & Arnould 1997).

The stellar source, however, is not conclusive yet, and
schematic models are still needed. On average, Type II
supernovae produce Fe to intermediate-mass elements in
ratios within a factor of 3 of solar (Gratton & Sneden 1991 ;
Nissen et al. 1994 ; Thielemann, Nomoto, & Hashimoto
1996). If they were also responsible for the r-process, the
same limits should apply. But the observed bulk r-process/
Fe ratios vary widely in low-metallicity stars. For example,
CS 22892[ 052 has an r/Fe ratio that is 30 times larger
than solar ! This may argue for another almost pure r-
process nucleosynthesis origin, di†erent from that of super-
novae.

The observations discussed above led to the conclusions
that the many events contributing during galactic evolution
are apparently very similar and produce the same relative
r-process abundances. However, even the same astro-
physical site has varying conditions in di†erent ejected mass
zones. This naturally guides toward a multievent model
(where all events are close to identical) ; however, each event
displays a multicomponent (i.e., superposition) behavior,
where a component is deÐned by a combination of neutron
number density, temperature, and duration time, or more
physically for an adiabatic expansion, entropy, the total
proton-to-nucleon ratio and an expansionY

e
\SZ/AT,

timescale. The physical conditions should vary smoothly, as
expected from a single astrophysical event, but di†erent
from the assumptions of Goriely & Arnould (1996).

In the present paper we want to compare results of such
parameterized calculations being based on conditions
expected in a high-entropy wind in SNe II, making use of
initial entropy S, and an expansion timescale q, withY

e
,

Ðndings of our previous site-independent, classical studies
based on (constant) neutron number densities and tem-n

nperatures T over a duration time q. The question is whether
earlier conclusions from calculations within the classical
approach can be generalized also for high-entropy super-
nova environments. Finally, we consider low-entropy/high-
density conditions, in the past often related to ““ cold ÏÏ
decompression of neutron star matter, and compare their
results to those of the classical approach as well. This
should provide a good understanding of the way in which
nuclear physics enters the abundance pattern for di†erent
types of astrophysical environments.

In ° 2 we will summarize our present knowledge of calcu-
lations within a site-independent, classical approach, based
on T , and q, where the waiting-point approximation, i.e.,n

n
,

an (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium, could be applied. Entropy-based
calculations are presented in ° 3. First, we give a detailed
account of the nuclear input, especially aspects of our new
cross section calculations required for the full network
treatment without applying the waiting-point approx-
imation. It follows the framework of our calculations and
an overview of one entropy sequence at a Ðxed dis-Y

e
,

playing the typical properties of an a-rich freezeout from
charged particle reactions and subsequent r-process nucleo-
synthesis. Variations of these properties with and expan-Y

esion timescales q are also discussed. A comparison of
entropy superpositions with those of the site-independent,
classical approach is provided in ° 4 for high-entropy and
low-entropy environments. The possible role of neutrino-
induced reactions on heavy nuclei is discussed as well. In ° 5
we summarize the options of how to overcome problems of
abundance deÐciencies in comparison with solar r-process
abundances. They provide, on the one hand, constraints on
nuclear physics far from stability, as well as on environment
conditions that are very similar to those obtained from our
previous site-independent, classical studies within the
waiting-point approximation. On the other hand, we
discuss how abundance features in the nuclear mass range
A\ 80È110, which are inherent in high-entropy neutrino
wind models, can be circumvented and present various pos-
sible solutions (and speculations).

2. THE SITE-INDEPENDENT, CLASSICAL APPROACH

2.1. T he Method
The classical approach makes use of constant neutron

densities temperatures T , and duration times q. As wen
n
,

choose here only conditions that fulÐll an equilibrium
between neutron captures and photodisintegrations (n

n
[

1020 cm~3 and T [ 109 K [Cameron, Cowan, & Truran
1983 ; Bouquelle et al. 1996 ; Goriely & Arnould 1996],
which cause reaction timescales as short as B10~4 s), a full
nuclear reaction network need not be solved (e.g., Cowan et
al. 1991 ; Kratz et al. 1993) and the freezeout is assumed
instantaneously at t \ q, just requiring to follow subsequent
b-decay processes.

In an (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium (the waiting-point
approximation) the maximum abundances in isotopic
chains occur at the same neutron separation energy, which
is determined by a combination of the neutron number
density and the temperature T in an astrophysicaln

nenvironment. Connecting the abundance maxima in iso-
topic chains deÐnes the so-called r-process path. The paths
responsible for the solar r-process abundances encounter
highly neutron-rich, unstable nuclei, located 15È35 units
away from b-stability with neutron separation energies of
the order of MeV. These are predominantly nucleiS

n
\ 2È4

not accessible in laboratory experiments to date, with
exceptions in the A\ 80 and 130 peaks, as discussed in
Kratz et al. (1993). The dependence on nuclear masses or
mass model predictions enters via The b-decay proper-S

n
.

ties along contour lines of constant toward heavy nucleiS
n(see, e.g., Fig. 1) are responsible for the resulting abundance

pattern. The buildup of heavy nuclei is governed by the
abundance distribution in each isotopic chain from (n, c)È
(c, n) equilibrium and by e†ective decay rates of isotopicjbZchains. The environment properties and T (deÐning then

nof the path) and the duration time q predict the abun-S
ndances. In case the duration time q is larger than the longest

half-lives encountered in such a path, a steady Ñow of b-
decays will also follow, making the abundance ratios inde-
pendent of q.

One has to recognize a number of idealizations in this
picture. It assumes a constant over a duration timeS

n
(n

n
, T )

q. Then the nuclei will still be existent in the form of highly
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FIG. 1.ÈContour plots of constant neutron separation energies in the 80 ¹ A¹ 140 mass region for the FRDM mass model et al. 1995) and the(Mo� ller
ETFSI mass model (Aboussir et al. 1995) at 2, 3, . . . , 7 MeV for even-N isotopes. The saddle point behavior before the shell closure at N \ [82,S

n
\ 1,

causes the deep trough before the peak at A\ 130 (see upper part of Fig. 3) as the step from the abundance maximum of an isotopic chain Z to Z] 1 can
cause a large jump in N or equivalently A, leading to a large number of unpopulated mass numbers A.

unstable isotopes, which have to decay back to b-stability.
In reality and T will be time dependent. As long as bothn

nare high enough to ensure the waiting-point approximation,
this is not a problem because the system will immediately
adjust to the new equilibrium, and only the new isS

n
(n

n
, T )

important. This leads, however, to a scaling of the duration
time q, as paths at di†erent values experience di†erentS

nb-decay half lives. The more prominent question is whether
the decrease from equilibrium conditions in and Tn

n(freezeout), which initially ensure the waiting-point approx-
imation, down to conditions where the competition of
neutron captures and b-decays has to be taken into account
explicitly, will a†ect the abundances strongly.

When following the strategy outlined above, the analysis
of the solar system isotopic r-process abundance pattern
showed that a minimum of three components with di†erent

values, characterizing di†erent r-process paths, wereS
nnecessary for correctly reproducing the three peaks at

A^ 80, 130, and 195 and the abundances in between
(Thielemann et al. 1993 ; Kratz et al. 1993). For a tem-
perature of T \ 1.35] 109 K these three components cor-
respond to neutron number densities of order n

n
\ 1020,

1022, and 1024 g cm~3 (the combination of both choices
being equivalent to r-process paths with 3.28, andS

n
\ 3.81,

2.75 MeV for even-N isotopes) with time durations (of the
time-dependent calculations not assuming a steady Ñow) of
1.2, 1.6, and 2.15 s and respective weights in a superposition
of 96 :31 :10. The ““ low-A wings ÏÏ of the peaks (when making
use of experimental b-decay properties at the magic neutron
numbers N \ 50 and 82), as well as the abundance pattern
down to the next peak, could be reproduced, even with the
assumption of a steady Ñow of b-decays. This indicates that
the astrophysical duration timescales q are large in com-
parison to most of the b-decay half-lives encountered and
only comparable to the longest half-lives in the peaks
(where the path comes closest to stability) which control the
leaking out to larger A-values.

As we expect in a single astrophysical event smooth
changes over mass zones and not a superposition of very
speciÐc conditions, we chose superpositions of 10 com-
ponents within the same boundaries and equidis-n

n
(S

n
, T )

tant steps in according to duration timescales andlog n
n
,

superposition weights consistent with the three-component
Ðt for a temperature of T \ 1.35] 109 K:

q(n
n
) \ 6.97] 10~2n

n
0.062 ,

w(n
n
) \ 8.36] 106n

n
~0.247 . (1)

Such a continuous superposition of components with
varying T , or (rather than only three), withn

n
, S

n
(n

n
, T )

equidistant steps in between 2 and 4 MeV and q betweenS
n1 and 2.5 s, led to a slight, but not dramatic, change/

improvement of the abundance curve.
In Figure 2 we show the behavior of the quantity jbZ Y(Z)for the di†erent sets of component superpositions. Y(Z)denotes the total abundance andY(Z)\ ;

A
Y(Z,A) jbZ\

the e†ective decay rate of an entire(1/Y(Z)) ;A
Y(Z,A) jbZ,Aisotopic chain. The quantity measures the totaljbZ Y(Z)feeding of isotopic chain Z] 1. The constancy of jbZ Y(Z)shows the degree to which a steady Ñow of b-decays is

attained. We see that the three-component Ðt results in
essentially horizontal lines in between magic numbers. At
magic neutron numbers, the steady Ñow breaks down due
to the long half-lives at the top of the kinks at magic
numbers in an line (see also Fig. 1). This is anS

n
-contour

obvious signature of nuclear shell closures. The 10-
component superposition, being closer to a continuous
behavior, leads to a slight tilt of the lines, but not ajbZ Y(Z)strong change. This is very similar to the steady-Ñow behav-
ior of neutron captures in the s-process (see Beer,Ka� ppeler,
& Wisshak 1989), where the quantity testiÐes to thep

h,cA Y(A)existence of a steady Ñow of neutron captures in between
magic neutron numbers. The 13-component Ðt did not
make use of a Ðner grid but extended the rangen

n
(S

n
, T )

with the same step size in to larger values (smallerlog n
n

n
nvalues) with the same laws for and showingS

n
q(n

n
) w(n

n
),

that for such conditions also the actinides can be produced.

2.2. Nuclear Structure Signatures
When the calculations of Kratz et al. (1993) were supple-

mented by use of the most modern mass formula results
(Finite Range Droplet Model [FRDM] by et al.Mo� ller
1995 and Extended Thomas-Fermi with Strutinsky Integral
[ETFSI] by Aboussir et al. 1995), instead of using a some-
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FIG. 2.ÈSteady Ñow test for 3, 10, and 13 component Ðts. The three
components (sets of and T ) correspond to di†erent r-process paths,n

ncharacterized by those values which reproduced the ““ low-A wings ÏÏ ofS
nthe three peaks at A^ 80, 130, and 195 and the abundance pattern down

to the next peak in Kratz et al. (1993), when making use of the waiting-
point approximation and assuming a steady Ñow of b-decays between
isotopic chains. Dropping the latter assumption and performing time-
dependent calculations over timescales of 1È2.5 s leads nevertheless exactly
to a steady Ñow in between magic neutron numbers, as demonstrated by
the constancy of because the duration timescales q are large injbZ Y(Z) ,comparison to most of the b-decay half-lives encountered and only compa-
rable to the longest half-lives in the peaks, where the path comes closest to
stability and the steady Ñow breaks down (top panel). A more continuous
10-component superposition, which gives a slight improvement of the
overall abundance Ðt, keeps essentially the steady Ñow behavior with a
small tilt of the curve, similar to what is observed in the s-processjbZ Y(Z)curve (middle panel). When adding three components with equidis-p
n,cA T(A)tant steps in with smaller neutron separation energies, the same behav-S

nior also extends to larger mass numbers, enabling also the production of
actinide nuclei (bottom panel).

what dated but still quite successful droplet model by Hilf,
von Groote, & Takahashi (1976), we could show that abun-
dance troughs appeared before (and after) the 130 and 195
abundance peaks, due to the behavior of the contours ofS

nthese mass models (Thielemann et al. 1994 ; Chen et al.
1995 ; Kratz 1995). The location in N of an r-process path
with a given does not behave smoothly as a function ofS

nZ. Figure 1 indicates a sudden jump to the position of the
magic neutron number, where the contour lines show a
saddle-point behavior for the FRDM as well as ETFSI
mass models in the MeV range. The populationS

n
\ 2È4

gap of nuclei as a function of A leads after decay to the
abundance trough of Figure 3.

Additional tests were performed in order to see how this
pattern could be avoided with di†erent nuclear structure
properties far from stability. The problem could be resolved
(Chen et al. 1995) if for very neutron-rich nuclei the shell
gap at the magic neutron number N \ 82 is less pro-
nounced (i.e., quenched) than predicted by the global
macroscopic-microscopic mass models et al. 1995 ;(Mo� ller
Aboussir et al. 1995). In light nuclei, the quenching of shells
in neutron-rich isotopes is well established by now and is a
long-studied e†ect (Campi et al. 1975 ; Orr 1991 ; Fukunishi,
Otsuka, & Sebe 1992 ; Sorlin et al. 1993 ; Ibbotson et al.
1998). Experiments close to the N \ 82 closed shell seem to
indicate shell quenching also for this mean region (Ho† et
al. 1996 ; Zhang et al. 1997). Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov cal-
culations (Dobaczewski et al. 1996) with a speciÐc Skyrme
force, as well as relativistic mean Ðeld calculations
(Lalazissis, Vretenar, & Ring 1998), seem to have exactly the
expected e†ect on the r-process path and the resulting abun-
dance curve (see Chen et al. 1995). This e†ect was also
conÐrmed by Pearson, Nayak, & Goriely (1996), when the
ETFSI mass formula was phenomenologically quenched in
a similar way to the HFB results. It leads to a very good
agreement with solar r-abundances (see Fig. 3 and Pfei†er,
Kratz, & Thielemann 1997). Hence, a continuous experi-
mental investigation of shell quenching along the N \ 50
and 82 shell toward more neutron-rich nuclei (and
approaching the r-process path for N \ 126) is a highly
desirable goal in order to test the nuclear structure
responsible for the solar abundances of heavy nuclei.

FIG. 3.ÈFits to r-process abundances et al. 1989) obtained(Ka� ppeler
with 10 equidistant components from 2 to 4 MeV (Cehn et al.S

n
(n

n
, T )

1995). The quenching of the N \ 82 shell gap by the ERFSI-Q mass model
of Pearson, Nayak, & Goriely (1996) leads to a Ðlling of the abundance
troughs and to a better overall reproduction of the heavy mass region.
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FIG. 4.ÈElement abundances (summed over isotopic chains) from a
superposition of classical r-process calculations (see text) for two di†erent
mass models. Results obtained with ETFSI masses are displayed as a
dashed line, ETFSI-Q results are displayed by a solid line. The element
abundances reÑect the features of isotopic abundances from Fig. 3. Also for
elements one sees a deviation from solar r-abundances (error bars) for the
ETFSI mass model, when a smooth superposition of components is uti-
lized.

Summarizing the results of the classical, site-independent
investigations, we are led to the following conclusions :
under assumption of (1) an (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium, as
expected from all astrophysical r-process sites, at least
during their initial phases, (2) an instantaneous freezeout of
capture and photodistintegration reactions, and (3) a
smooth superposition of astrophysical conditions of andn

nT , as expected from a single astrophysical site (supported by
observations of old stars), we obtain abundance features
with present-day mass models that indicate the necessity of
nuclear shell quenching for nuclei far from stability. It
remains to be seen whether calculations not based on the
classical approach and somewhat relaxing assumption (2)
lead to similar conclusions.

On a di†erent note we would like to point out that the
di†erences showing up in isotopic abundances for the two
di†erent mass models shown in Figure 3 also appear in
element abundance plots. This can be seen in Figure 4,
where the isotopic abundances of Figure 3 are summed up
to obtain element abundances (for the solar abundances as
well as for the two mass models). One clearly recognizes the
di†erences in the abundance peaks and in the troughs
before the AD 130 and 195 peaks. Only in limited mass
regions between peaks an element pattern similar to a solar
pattern can be obtained with nonsolar isotopic abundances
(see Goriely & Arnould 1997 ; Sneden et al. 1996 ; Cowan et
al. 1997).

3. AN ENTROPY-BASED APPROACH

3.1. T he Method
There are two aspects that have to be considered when

trying to relate the site-independent, classical studies of ° 2
to astrophysics : (1) what kind of environments can produce
the required conditions, and (2) do the nuclear structure
conclusions drawn with the sudden freezeout approx-
imation from the (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium stay valid for
actual time-dependent freezeouts encountered in a speciÐc
environment? We will return to these questions after having

discussed the details of the calculations, which are moti-
vated by recent r-process studies (Woosley et al. 1994 ;
Takahashi et al. 1994 ; Qian et al. 1996 ; Qian & Woosley
1996 ; Ho†man, Woosley, & Qian 1997) for the hot environ-
ment in the innermost ejecta of Type II supernovae, also
called the neutrino wind. These are the layers heated by
neutrino emission to a speciÐc temperature/entropy and
evaporating from the hot, collapsed protoÈneutron star.
Such calculations obtained neutron separation energies S

nof the r-process path in the range of 2È4 MeV (Takahashi et
al. 1994), in agreement with Kratz et al. (1993). Whether the
entropies required for these conditions can really be
attained in supernova explosions has still to be veriÐed.

In order to test whether explosion entropies can be trans-
lated into and T (or of the site-independent, classicaln

n
S
n
)

approach, we performed a parameter study based on
entropies S and the total proton-to-nucleon ratio (whichY

emeasures the neutron richness of the initial composition), in
combination with an expansion timescale (for the radius of
a blob of matter starting with initial entropy S) of typically
0.05 s (Takahashi et al. 1994), and varied nuclear properties
(i.e., mass models) as in ° 2. The calculations follow a hot
blob of matter with entropy S : (1) initially it consists of
neutrons, protons, and some a-particles in a ratio given by
nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) for a speciÐc andY

e
,

expands adiabatically and cools ; (2) the nucleons and a-
particles combine to heavier nuclei (typically Fe group),
with some neutrons and a-particles remaining ; (3) for high
entropies an a-rich freezeout from charged particle reac-
tions occurs for declining temperatures (Woosley, Arnett, &
Clayton 1973 ; Thielemann, Hashimoto, & Nomoto 1990),
producing nuclei in the mass range AB 80È100 ; (4) Ðnally,
these nuclei with total abundance can capture theYseedremaining neutrons and undergo an r-process. We con-Y

nsider a simply model of an adiabatically expanding homo-
geneous mass zone with increasing volume V (t) and an
expansion timescale relevant to the supernova problem.
This approximation is justiÐed by hydrodynamic and semi-
analytic simulations of the evolution of the high-entropy
wind (Mayle & Wilson 1990 ; Witti, Janka, & Takahashi
1994 ; Janka & 1996 ; Qian & Woosley 1996). TheMu� ller
calculations were performed for a grid of entropies S and
electron fractions (S \ 3, 10, 20, 30, . . . , 390 baryon~1Y

e
kBand 0.31, . . . , 0.49). Preliminary results were pre-Y

e
\ 0.29,

sented in Freiburghaus et al. (1997) and Thielemann et al.
(1997).

Parameter studies of a similar type were performed by
Meyer et al. (1992), Howard et al. (1993), Ho†man,
Woosley, & Qian (1997), Meyer & Brown (1997a), and
Meyer & Brown (1997b). However, their main emphasis
was put on a Ðrst exploration of the scenario, i.e., whether
and how it is possible to synthesize even the heaviest ele-
ments up to the A\ 195 abundance peak, as suggested by
Woosley & Ho†man (1992) ; what entropies are needed for
it ; and whether the main features of solar r-process abun-
dances could be reproduced. Here we focus on a detailed
analysis of the abundance features, explore di†erent nuclear
mass models and their impact, and concentrate on the diffi-
cult mass range A\ 120. Di†erent mass zones have di†er-
ent initial entropies, which leads therefore to a
superposition of di†erent contributions in the total ejecta.
This will be discussed in ° 4.

The electron abundance and the entropy S are conve-Y
enient parameters for the thermodynamic and nucleo-
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synthesis evolution of an adiabatically expanding hot
bubble. The entropy at high temperatures is mainly
radiation-dominated. We must, however, take into account
also electrons and positrons at sufficiently high tem-
peratures, comparable in energy to or larger than the parti-
cle rest mass. A formulation which covers the extreme cases
(pure radiation or also ultrarelativistic electrons and
positrons) has been introduced in the formalist of Witti et
al. (1994) :

S \ 4
3

a
T 3
o
C
1 ] 7

4
f (T9)

D
\ 1.21

T 93
o5

C
1 ] 7

4
f (T9)

D
, (2)

where we made use of a simple Ðt formula for rangingf (T9)between 0 and 1 (H.-T. Janka 1998, private communication ;
see also Fig. 2 in Witti et al. 1994) ; S is the entropy in perkBbaryon, the density in units of 105 g cm~3, and theo5 T9temperature in units of 109 K. An adiabatic expansion
follows :

T (t)\ T0
C V0
V (t)
Dc~1

, (3)

where c is the adiabatic exponent, T (t) is the temperature at
time t, V (t) is the volume of the mass zone at time t, and T0and are the initial values of temperature and volume.V0V (t) was modeled as an expanding sphere with radius R(t)
and a constant expansion velocity R0 :

V (t)\ 4
3

nR(t)3\ 4
3

n(R0 ] R0 t)3 . (4)

Equation (3) with c\ 4/3 leads to

T (t)\ T0
A R0
R0] R0 t

B
. (5)

The density can be expressed via equation (2). The initial
values of and the expansion velocity were chosenR0, T0, R0
to be km, K, and km s~1,R0\ 130 T0\ 9 ] 109 R0 \ 4500
similar to supernova conditions (Mayle & Wilson 1990 ;
Witti et al. 1994 ; Janka & 1996). The choice ofMu� ller R0and is equivalent to the deÐnition of an expansion time-R0
scale q, which we deÐne via leading toT (q)\ T0/e,

q\R0(e[ 1)
R0

. (6)

An expansion velocity of 4500 km s~1 corresponds to a
timescale of q\ 50 ms. To test the sensitivity of the results,
we also performed calculations with a timescale of q\ 150
ms. E†ects of di†erent expansion timescales are discussed in
° 3.5.

3.2. Nuclear Input
For each pair of parameters and S, the calculationsY

ewere followed with a full nuclear (charged particle) network.
At the initial temperature a nuclear statistical equi-T9\ 9,
librium is guaranteed. It is thus permitted to start with an
arbitrary composition. For simplicity we chose just neu-
trons and protons in the correct ratio required by the corre-
sponding The detailed nuclear network which includesY

e
.

all charged particleÈ and neutron-induced reactions is given
in Table 1. The reaction rate library was the same as
described in Thielemann et al. (1996), i.e., thermonuclear
rates using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism (Thielemann,
Arnould, & Truran 1987), experimental charged particle

TABLE 1

DIMENSIONS OF THE CHARGED

PARTICLE NETWORK

Z A min A max
H. . . . . . . . 1 3
He . . . . . . 3 6
Li . . . . . . . 6 9
Be . . . . . . . 7 12
B . . . . . . . . 8 14
C . . . . . . . . 10 18
N . . . . . . . . 11 21
O . . . . . . . . 13 22
F . . . . . . . . 15 25
Ne . . . . . . 17 29
Na . . . . . . 20 34
Mg . . . . . . 20 37
Al . . . . . . . 22 40
Si . . . . . . . . 25 41
P . . . . . . . . 28 44
S . . . . . . . . 29 47
Cl . . . . . . . 32 50
Ar . . . . . . . 33 53
K . . . . . . . . 36 58
Ca . . . . . . 37 59
Sc . . . . . . . 40 64
Ti . . . . . . . 41 65
V . . . . . . . . 44 68
Cr . . . . . . . 46 69
Mn . . . . . . 48 74
Fe . . . . . . . 50 75
Co . . . . . . 53 78
Ni . . . . . . . 54 80
Cu . . . . . . 57 85
Zn . . . . . . 58 86
Ga . . . . . . 62 94
Ge . . . . . . 63 97
As . . . . . . . 64 100
Se . . . . . . . 66 103
Br . . . . . . . 68 106
Kr . . . . . . 70 109
Rb . . . . . . 73 112
Sr . . . . . . . 75 117
Y . . . . . . . . 77 120
Zr . . . . . . . 80 121
Nb . . . . . . 83 122
Mo . . . . . . 85 123
Tc . . . . . . . 88 126
Ru . . . . . . 89 129
Rh . . . . . . 90 136
Pd . . . . . . 93 139

rates from Caughlan & Fowler (1988), neutron-induced
rates from Bao & (1987), and extensions towardKa� ppeler
the proton and neutron drip lines from van Wormer et al.
(1994) and Rauscher et al. (1994).

The entropies utilized in the present study are larger than
baryon~1. This relates to a density o \ 108 g cm~30.15kBat and causes a so-called a-rich freezeout, as at theseT9\ 5

low densities the isotopes below the A\ 5 and 8 gaps of
stable nuclei cannot stay in equilibrium with heavier nuclei
via the triple-a or aan reactions during the expansion and
cooling (Woosley et al. 1973 ; Thielemann et al. 1990). This
causes a large remaining mass fraction of 4He when charged
particle reactions freeze out. Before charged particle
freezeout, a large quasi-equilibrium (QSE) group [being in
(n, c)È(c, n), (p, c)È(c, p) as well as (a, c)È(c, a) equilibrium]
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involves all heavy nuclei. This ensured that in the large
charged particle network the upper boundary at Pd
(A\ 120) was never reached. After charged particle
freezeout, when only (n, c)È(c, n) equilibria remain in place,
matter can progress to heavier nuclei via b-decays between
isotopic chains, which was modeled by the r-process
network to follow the further evolution. The transition was
determined when the a abundance became asymptotically
constant (we made use of the criterion per*Ya/Ya \ 10~5
time step). The amount of subsequent r-processing depends
on the available number of neutrons per heavy nucleus :

In case the ratio was too smallYseed\ ;
A;4Y(Z,A). Y

n
/Yseedfor a subsequent r-process, only the b-decays back to the

valley of b-stable nuclei were taken into account.
The r-process network extended from S (Z\ 16) to Pb

(Z\ 82). Fission was neglected. Both restrictions are justi-
Ðed, as we only tested conditions for which nuclei up to the
third r-process peak (A\ 195) are produced, neglecting
higher entropies which also produce the actinides. Neutron
capture rates were calculated with a new version of the
statistical model code SMOKER (Rauscher, Thielemann, &
Kratz 1997), which applies an improved excitation energy-
dependent level density treatment. The b~ rates came,
similar to our discussions in ° 2, either from experimental
data or from QRPA calculation by Nix, & KratzMo� ller,
(1997), based on the Ðnite-range droplet model (FRDM).
The same procedure was followed for di†erent mass models,
the droplet model by Hill et al. (1976) and the ETFSI model
by Aboussir et al. (1995). Thus, we included for the Ðrst time
in such dynamic calculations consistently recalculated data
sets for the neutron capture cross sections and not only a
change of the Q-values for the calculation of the reverse
photodisintegration rates. Therefore, we have also for these
full-network calculations the choice of three mass models
(FRDM, ETFSI, and Hilf ), similar to ° 2. Only the choice of
the third model di†ers, but it has features similar to the
model ETFSI-Q used in ° 2, as it does not show abundance
deÐciencies in the mass range 110\ A\ 125 (see Kratz et
al. 1993). Di†erent data sets of b-decay properties also exist
for the three mass models discussed above (Pfei†er & Kratz
1996). However, since very far from stability the theoretical
half-lives turned out to be quite similar (within less than a
factor of 2 ; see also Fig. 19 in Kratz et al. 1993), for simpli-
city the above-mentioned b~-rates based on FRDM masses
were always used.

3.3. A Detailed Entropy Sequence
Charged particle and subsequent r-process calculations

were performed for the large grid of entropies S and elec-
tron fractions given in ° 3.1, and two di†erent expansionY

e
,

timescales. For a general understanding of the nucleo-
synthesis in high-entropy environments (and its possible
deÐciencies), we show here the detailed results for one
entropy sequence at a Ðxed The main features ofY

e
\ 0.45.

the abundance patterns are very similar for di†erent Y
evalues. We will discuss variations in in the next sub-Y

esection
The entropies considered here extend from S \ 3 to

S \ 350 baryon~1. At S \ 3, which is close to a normalkBfreezeout requiring S \ 0.15 (see discussion in ° 3.2), iron
group elements are the most abundant ones along a line
given by in the nuclear chart. At this lowY

e
\ SZ/AT

entropy the density is relatively high (see eq. [2]). This
ensures that most of the a-particles can recombine through

the 3a and the aan [4He(a, c)8Be(n, c)9Be] reaction
sequences, bridging the A\ 5 and 8 gaps of unstable nuclei
and permitting that essentially all nuclei can recombine to
Fe group nuclei, as expected in a full NSE or normal
freezeout from explosive Si burning. As a consequence, only
a negligible amount of neutrons, protons, and a-particles
remain at the freezeout of charged particle reactions, and
the number of free neutrons per heavy nucleus is(Y

n
/Yseed)very small, about 10~7.

The following considerations give a rough estimate of the
type of heavy nuclei that result from an a-rich freezeout,
occurring at higher entropies. We consider the given Y

e
\

being composed of two QSE groups, the group ofY
e,globallight elements (neutrons, protons, and a-particles) and a

group of heavy nuclei. We replace the sum over heavy
nuclei by an average heavy nucleus. Neutrons do not con-
tribute, because and protons can be neglected afterZ

n
\ 0,

an a-rich freezeout for This leads toY
e
\ 0.5.

Y
e,global\ ;

light
Z

i
Y
i
] ;

heavy
Z

i
Y
i

B
2
4

Xa ] Zheavy
Xheavy
Aheavy

\ 0.5Xa ] Y
e,heavy(1[ Xa [ X

n
) . (7)

Solving this equation for results inY
e,heavy

Y
e,heavy \ Y

e,global[ 0.5Xa
1 [ Xa [ X

n
, (8)

which indicates the line on which to expect the peakY
eabundances after the a-rich freezeout (see also Ho†man et

al. 1997). The a-rich freezeout involves a heavy QSE group,
where nuclei are also in (a, c)È(c, a) equilibrium:

Making use of this equa-naSpvTa,c Y(Z,A)\ jc,a Y(Z`2,A`4).tion and the relation between photodisintegrations and
capture reactions due to detailed balance (Fowler, Caugh-
lan, & Zimmermann 1967) leads to

Y(Z`2,A`4)
Y(Z,A)

\ na
G(Z`2,A`4)

G(Z,A)

AA] 4
4A

B3@2A 2n+2
m

u
kB T

B3@2

] exp
ASa(A] 4)

kB T
B

, (9)

Sa \ f (na, T ) \ T9
11.605

ln
A3.16] 106T 93@2

o5Xa

B
, (10)

when inserting Y (Z] 2, A] 4)B Y (Z, A) at the maximum
of nuclei located in an a-chain.

Similar to the discussion of the (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium in
° 2, a given a number density and temperature cause an
abundance maximum [where at a spe-Y(Z,A) BY(Z`2,A`4)]ciÐc a separation energy. Knowing the temperature and a
number density at charged particle freezeout automatically
gives the information where to Ðnd the maximum abun-
dance of heavy nuclei at the intersection of Z/A\Y

e,heavyand This analysis can be easily undertaken withSa(na, T ).
the aid of equations (8) and (10), as long as the neutron mass
fraction, the a mass fraction, and the density and tem-
perature are known at the freezeout of charged particle
reactions.

For entropies between S \ 10 and S \ 80 the most
remarkable feature of the abundance patterns is the sharp
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FIG. 5.ÈFirst part of the entropy sequence at a Ðxed For this example ETFSI masses are used. The maximum abundances shift from the FeY
e
\ 0.45.

group peak to a broader distribution with the formation of an AB 90 peak.

peak at A\ 90 (see Figs. 5 and 6). We Ðnd values of Y
e,heavyin the range 0.446È0.410 and MeV whenSaB 5.5È6.5

making use of equations (8) and (10). This includes typical
freezeout quantities of o \ (12È5)] 104 g cm~3T9B 2.5,
and For lines in the nuclear chartXa \ 0.07È0.44. Y

e,heavybetween 0.410 and 0.446 such values are located at theSaclosed neutron shell N \ 50 and give rise to nuclei in the
range A\ 85È90 (see Fig. 13 in et al. 1997 forMo� ller Qa B
[6 MeV and the discussion of overproduction of, e.g., 88Sr,
89Y, and 90Zr in Woosley & Ho†man 1992 ; Ho†man et al.
1996, 1997). After the charged particle freezeout, there are

essentially no neutrons available for neutron captures in
this range of entropies. This abundance behavior is typical
for an a-rich freezeout at lower entropies and occurs at
every The location and structure of the peak can vary, asY

e
.

we will show below.
Entropies up to 130È140 still give small amounts of free

neutrons after an a-rich freezeout. The values remain inSathe same range, and goes down to 0.38È0.37, due toY
e,heavyincreasing up to 0.5È0.6 and decreasing freezeout den-Xasities (see Fig. 7), corresponding to intersections with Sa B 6

MeV contour lines at A\ 100È110. This moves the peak

FIG. 6.ÈSame as Fig. 5 but for higher entropies. A strong peak at A^ 90, (N ^ 50) is synthesized.

FIG. 7.ÈAt entropies between S \ 120 and S \ 220 nuclei in the mass range 90 \ A\ 130 are most abundant. The AB 90 peak of lower entropies is
shifted up to AB 110. We see the onset of neutron captures and r-processing, producing the AB 130 peak.
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abundances from 90 to 110, but the amount of free neutrons
is still negligible despite the rising Only for S [ 140Xa.does the remaining free-neutron fraction start to increase
dramatically. starts to be the dominant mass fraction,Xaand only free neutrons can compensate to attain the given
global (\0.45 in this discussion). This raises theY

e
Y
n
/Yseedratio by several orders of magnitude up to atY

n
/YseedB 30

S \ 200. Thus, only when the entropies are approaching
200, the ratios of 30 start to permit r-processÈtypeY

n
/Yseedneutron captures up to the A\ 130 peak.

The most remarkable point here is the fact that the
sequence of Figures 5È7 does not show a similarity to the
solar system r-process abundance distribution in the appro-
priate mass range. In addition, odd-even e†ects are some-
what too large, which is, however, a problem of all r-process
calculations at present. The abundance pattern is domi-
nated by features from charged particle freezeout, and the

ratios are too low for a subsequent r-process.Y
n
/YseedApparently the a-rich freezeout seems not suitable to repro-

duce the solar pattern in the mass range 80 \ A\ 110
opposite to the pure neutron capture environment dis-
cussed in ° 2, but this aspect will be discussed in more detail
in ° 4.

Raising the entropies from about 200 to about 350, the
ratio grows from approximately 30 to 150. TheY

n
/Yseeda-rich freezeout always produces seed nuclei in the range

100 \ A\ 120, dependent on S. This material can then be
““ r-processed ÏÏ, leading to a fully neutron-dominated
process as discussed in ° 2, and these components Ðt the
solar r-process abundance pattern in the mass range
A\ 120È200 quite well (see Fig. 8). Thus, it is possible for
this entropy range to establish a one-to-one correspondence
between calculations based on entropies and expansion
timescales (S, q) and the classical type of calculations, based
on neutron separation energies of the r-path and timescales

which were discussed in ° 2. The neutron[S
n
(n

n
, T ), q],

separation energy of the r-process path is the oneS
nobtained during neutron capture freezeout in the entropy-

based calculations [when also the (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium
breaks down]. This correspondence can, however, only be
established for entropies producing nuclei with A[ 120.
For none of the entropies discussed is an abundance peak at
charged particle freezeout with A\ 80 obtained, leaving
also a sufficient amount of neutrons for an r-process which
would reproduce the typical neutron-induced abundance
features in the range A\ 80È110. Thus, this type of scenario

seems incapable of reproducing the solar r-process pattern
for A\ 110, unless a variation in would solve theseY

eproblems.

3.4. Variations in Y
e

We have already seen that the entropy sequence for Y
e
\

0.45 produces r-processÈlike contributions to the mass
range beyond A^ 120, while for the smaller A-values some
serious problems already became apparent. One might
argue that this is just a bad choice in the parameter space
(S, and that it might be possible to Ðnd parameterY

e
, q),

combinations that also Ðt the lower mass range. It is still
another question whether the considered astrophysical sce-
nario can provide such conditions.

In the following we want to examine how variations in Y
echange the overall properties of resulting abundances. The

main e†ect is that lower values automatically increaseY
ethe total neutron-to-nucleon ratio. Thus, for a given mass

fraction of a-particles remaining, the values will beY
e,heavysmaller after the charged particle freezeout (depending on

the choice of entropy), and thus more massive seed nuclei
will be produced. In addition, the mass fraction of remain-
ing free neutrons is larger. Therefore, the buildup of heavier
nuclei is possible at lower entropies. We expect a scaling to
lower entropies for lower values and vice versa for higherY

evalues due to the two e†ects (1) on and (2) onY
e

Y
n
/YseedWe will have to investigate later whether this scalingAseed.can also inÑuence the shape of the abundance patterns

considerably. Figure 9 displays the ratio in theY
n
/Yseed(S, A simple scaling with is clearly visible. ThisY

e
)-plane. Y

eshows that smaller values would be one means to avoidY
ethe very high entropies required for the production of the

r-process peak at A^ 195.
Figures 10 and 11 show how is dependent on orYseed Y

e
,

better, what change in entropy is needed to obtain the same
for di†erent values. We see which (S, com-Aseed Y

e
Y
e
)

binations produce the peak at A^ 90. For a high Y
e
\ 0.49

an entropy of S \ 110 is necessary, whereas for Y
e
\ 0.35

this peak is already produced at S \ 30. This is another
manifestation of the entropy scaling. Figures 10 and 11
seem also to indicate that in comparison to other elements
the N \ 50 isotones are apparently always overproduced
for any This question will be addressed in more detail inY

e
.

° 4. If true, this makes it necessary to exclude a quite large
region in the parameter-plane, in order to avoid the(Y

e
, S)

overproduction of the N ^ 50 isotones and could be a chal-

FIG. 8.ÈFor S [ 200 the is high enough to cause a strong r-process. The good Ðt to the peak structures of the solar system r-processY
n
/Yseed-ratio

abundances is remarkable.
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in a contour plot as a function of initial entropy S and for an expansion timescale of 0.05 s as expected from SNe II conditionsFIG. 9.ÈY
n
/Yseed Y

e

lenge for the given astrophysical, high-entropy neutrino
wind environment.

3.5. Variations in Expansion T imescales q
In our parameter study we used an expansion timescale

of q\ 50 ms. This corresponds to an expansion velocity of

4500 km s~1 in our model. What e†ect do we expect due to
variations of the timescale? For shorter timescales (faster
expansion velocities), the most important e†ect to consider
is the e†ect on the ratio, which determines theY

n
/Yseedstrength of the subsequent r-process. The shorter the time-

scale, the shorter the time for the a-particles to recombine

FIG. 10.ÈIllustration of the entropy scaling for abundance maxima after an a-rich freezeout. For lower values of the A^ 90 peak is already synthesizedY
eat lower entropies. This region is always produced predominantly as a result of a charged-particle freezeout. But with decreasing the onset of smallY

eamounts of subsequent neutron processing can be observed.

FIG. 11.ÈSequence of Fig. 10 continued
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through the 3a and aan bottlenecks. Thus, the amount of
heavy elements decreases, and the ratio is larger forY

n
/Yseedthe same entropy. In other words, for shorter timescales

lower entropies are required for the synthesis of heavy ele-
ments. This is the second option to decrease the high
entropy requirements and leads again to an entropy scaling
(see also Ho†mann et al. 1997), but it does not cause signiÐ-
cant changes in the corresponding abundance pattern.

Expansion timescales are clearly limited. With a time-
scale of, e.g., 5 ms, equation (6) yields km s~1.R0 \ 44,460
This value is probably unrealistic. If one assumes a
maximum expansion velocity of 10,000 km s~1 (q\ 22 ms),
the entropy required to produce the A\ 195 peak would
decrease from S \ 290È350 to approximately the range
S \ 170È250, dependent on Y

e
.

4. A COMPARISON AND POSSIBLE CURES FOR

ABUNDANCE DEFICIENCIES

After having presented the results of the site-independent,
classical approach in ° 2 and the entropy-based approach in
° 3, we focus here on a comparison. This requires Ðrst the
consideration of the structure of superpositions on an
entropy grid. In line with the discussion in the Introduction
(that observations ask for essentially one type of event to
explain r-process abundances, at least above Ba), we made
use of a smooth superposition of conditions as expected for
di†erent mass zones in a single astrophysical site. This is in
agreement with the calculations of Witti et al. (1994), who
showed that the amount of mass ejected per entropy inter-
val was relatively constant at late phases (when the higher
entropy matter was expelled) and declining slightly at early
phases (lower entropies) as a function of time (i.e., with
increasing entropy). We follow these Ðndings within a
parameterized way, which allows us to optimize for the best
possible Ðt to the solar abundance distribution. Together
with presentation of the results of such superpositions we
will give a comparison with ° 2 and discuss possible simi-
larities and di†erences of both approaches.

4.1. Entropy Superpositions and Comparison to the Classical
Approach

We choose the following Ansatz for the weighting func-
tion g(S

i
) :

g(S
i
)\ x1 e~x2 Si, i\ 1, . . . , n , (11)

with free parameters and where the index i stands forx1 x2,individual entropy contributions. For each entropy the
abundance pattern was obtained from calculations follow-
ing equations (2)È(5) with the appropriate nucleosynthesis
networks. This should be compared with equation (1) of the
classical approach. The slope of g for is andS

i
\ 0 [x1 x2Depending on the sign of and its absoluteg(S

i
\ 0)\ x1. x2value, the weighting function is increasing, constant, org(S

i
)

decreasing with S. The two parameters are determined via a
least-squares Ðt to the solar r-process abundances
(measured) by minimizing the di†erence to a superposition
of calculated abundance patterns :

;
A

G
log Y

A
meas[ log

C
;
i/1

n
g(S

i
)Y

A
calc(S

i
)
DH2

. (12)

This was done with the aid of multidimensional Newton-
Raphson iterations. In order to test for variations in weY

e
,

considered the superposition of contributions for two di†er-

ent sequences (0.45 and 0.49). As our sample calculationsY
eshowed already that the contributions producing A[ 120

had typical r-process features, while the lower entropy con-
tributions for A¹ 120 displayed a number of peculiarities,
we Ðrst restricted our least-squares Ðt to the upper mass
range.

For the Ðt with the ETFSI mass formulaY
e
\ 0.45

resulted in and which arex1\ 797 x2\ 2.63] 10~4,
typical values for all mass models. With this choice the
weighting function is nearly Ñat (slightly decreasing for
increasing entropy), in good agreement with the Ðndings of
Witti et al. (1994). Similar results are obtained for the other
mass formulae. In Figure 12 we therefore present the
resulting r-process abundances for three di†erent mass
models, similar to Figure 3, with the same weighting func-
tion i.e., After(x1\ 1000, x2\ 0), g(S

i
) \ 1000 \ constant.

the detailed analysis of one entropy sequence (° 3.3) and the
conclusion from ° 3.4, we already expect that it will be hard
to obtain a reasonable Ðt in the mass range 80 \ A\ 120.
Beyond A^ 110 the corresponding mass models give Ðts of
similar quality to those in Figure 3, and the discrepancies
below the A^ 130 r-process peak, in the form of a pro-
nounced trough, occur again for the FRDM and ETFSI
mass models. Thus, our results and conclusions from ° 2 can
be translated also to the entropy-based approach for this
mass region. The nuclear structure properties leading to
agreement and deÐciencies apply in the same way, due to
the nature of a fast neutron freezeout, which preserves the
abundances as they result from an initial (n, c)È(c, n) equi-
librium at high temperatures, even when neutron captures
and photodisintegrations are followed explicitly.

Figure 13 shows the neutron number densities as a func-
tion of time for a range of entropies. Lower entropies
(S B 200) that contribute to the mass range A\ 140, lead to
an r-process with a fast (almost sudden) freezeout on short
timescales of qB 0.04 s. Thus, it is not surprising that the
trough before A^ 130, due to shell structure far from sta-
bility and its e†ect on abundance patterns in an (n, c)È(c, n)
equilibrium, survives.

There is possibly one di†erence from the conclusions
given with Figure 3. As can be seen from Figure 13, the
calculations experiencing the highest entropies show the
longest neutron freezeout timescales. On the other hand,
they are responsible for the heaviest nuclei with the largest
neutron capture cross sections. Our results show that the
trough before the A^ 195 peak, resulting in the case of the
ETFSI mass model and a waiting-point approach
(Thielemann et al. 1994 ; Chen et al. 1995 ; Bouquelle et al.
1996 ; Pfei†er, Kratz, & Thielemann 1997), does not survive.
This r-process abundance region is changed by ongoing
(nonequilibrium) neutron captures during the freezeout and
does not directly witness nuclear properties far from stabil-
ity at the N \ 126 shell closure. In Figure 12 we actually
observe a Ðlling of the minimum before the A^ 195 peak,
and even the ETFSI masses, which produced the largest
trough in the waiting-point calculations of Thielemann et
al. (1994) and Chen et al. (1995), seem to give a good Ðt.

However, this conclusion is strongly based on the
neutron capture cross sections far from stability, which
enter during the nonequilibrium phase after freezeout. Pos-
sible changes of giant dipole characteristics, due to a large
neutron skin of such neutron-rich nuclei, can enhance the
dominant E1 c-transitions at low energies for such reactions
with small neutron capture Q-values. Recent studies by
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FIG. 12.ÈSimilar to Fig. 3 with the FRDM et al. 1995), droplet model (Hilf, von Groote, & Takahashi 1976), and ETFSI (Aboussir et al. 1995)(Mo� ller
mass formulae, making use of a superposition of entropies according to equation (11) which simulates r-process conditions from the high-entropy neutrino
wind in SNe II. This calculation was performed with but similar results are obtained in the range 0.30È0.49, only requiring a scaling of entropy. TheY

e
\ 0.45,

trough below A\ 130 behaves similarly to that in Fig. 3, the smoother (although not perfect) behavior of the Hilf masses (Hilf et al. 1976) avoids this gap.
This shows that every time-dependent freezeout (with a full treatment of neutron captures and photodisintegrations) resulting from a more realistic
astrophysical scenario can cause the same abundance deÐciencies due to speciÐc nuclear structure features as obtained in an instantaneous freezeout from an
(n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium in classical site-independent calculations. The trough before the A^ 190 peak, excisting, e.g., for the ETFSI mass formula in the
waiting-point approximation and an instantaneous freezeout, is Ðlled because of neutron freezeout e†ects. The strong deÐciencies in the abundance pattern
below A^ 110 are due to the a-rich freezeout and are thus mainly related to the astrophysical scenario rather than to nuclear structure.

FIG. 13.ÈValue as a function of time, displayed for di†erentn
nentropies S \ 130, 140, . . . , 350.

Goriely (1998) show that this could increase cross sections
by up to a factor of 100. As the same applies to the reverse
photodisintegrations (detailed balance), consequently an
(n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium could hold much longer. That could
change the features of Figure 12 below the AB 195 peak
back to those of Figure 3, and even in an entropy-based
approach this second nuclear structure signature (in addi-
tion to the trough below AB 130) would be visible.

A di†erent important aspect can be noticed from Figure
13, with respect to the timescales required to produce the
heaviest nuclei. They are in all cases less than 1 s, di†erent
from ° 2 with constant and T , where durations up to 2.5 sn

nwere needed. This is due to the fact that the site-
independent, classical studies of ° 2 make use of the same
r-process paths throughout the calculation, which also give
the Ðnal imprint on abundance features. In the present
entropy studies, the r-process path of a given entropy com-
ponent is initially closer to the neutron drip line
(experiencing shorter b-decay half-lives), and only the path
at neutron freezeout coincides with the one from the studies
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in ° 2. This would also mean that an enhancement of
““ e†ective ÏÏ b-decay rates via neutrino captures [l] (Z, A)
] (Z] 1, A)] e~] as discussed in Qian, Vogel, &
Wasserburg (1998) would not necessarily be required.

The same procedure as discussed above for wasY
e
\ 0.45

followed for a superposition of components with Y
e
\ 0.49

(see Fig. 14). Besides di†erences in detail, it is remarkable
that the results for A[ 110 look very similar to the ones
discussed for The A\ 130È200 region is ÐttedY

e
\ 0.45.

reasonably well with similar agreements and deÐciencies for
the same mass models. The trough below A\ 195 is also
Ðlled for the ETFSI mass model due to a slow freezeout of
neutron captures. The trough before A\ 130 remains for
both mass models FRDM and ETFSI. However, in order to
obtain the same full abundance pattern, higher entropies
are needed for a of 0.49. While the A\ 195 peak can beY

ereproduced with S \ 290 for S \ 340 is requiredY
e
\ 0.45,

for This relates to a changing behavior of theY
e
\ 0.49.

a-rich freezeout with as discussed in ° 3.3. It also requiresY
ea di†erent superposition law, which is found for all three

mass models to increase with entropy, according to x1\
1000 and i.e.,x2\ 6 ] 10~3, g(S

i
)\ 1000 exp (6] 10~3

This results in a weight at S \ 350 being higher by aS
i
).

factor of 8 than the weight at S \ 0. Such behavior is neces-
sary because at higher entropies are required forY

e
\ 0.49,

the production of the high mass contributions that lead to a
stronger a-rich freezeout. This produces less seed nuclei for
the highest entropy components, responsible for the larger
mass numbers, and thus requires the weighting function to
increase with increasing entropy to compensate for this
e†ect.

Let us Ðnally turn to the abundances in the range
A\ 110. It is visible in Figure 12 that this mass range has a
very di†erent behavior from that in Figure 3. As discussed
above, within a high-entropy environment this mass region
is not produced via neutron captures, but results from the
neutron-deÐcient a-rich freezeout for lower (high) entropies
(still sufficiently high to cause an a-rich freezeout). It is
remarkable that every superposition results in a large over-
abundance in the range 90 \ A\ 110. Ho†man et al. (1996)
reported that the overproduction of N \ 50 isotones
(AB 85È90) is cured as soon as becomes larger thanY

eapproximately 0.485. We see this also to a certain extent.
The very strong spike around A^ 90 is reduced when
changing from 0.45 to 0.49. This can be understoodY

ewithin the framework discussed in ° 3.3. The N \ 50 iso-
tones are the result of an a-rich freezeout for in theY

e,heavyrange 0.466È0.410. For this rangeY
e,global\ 0.45 Y

e,heavy(being close to but smaller than is experienced for aY
e,global)large fraction of the lower entropies. Thus, the N \ 50 iso-

FIG. 14.ÈSuperposition for and the same mass models as in Fig. 12. The abundances for A[ 110 are similar to the results for TheY
e
\ 0.49 Y

e
\ 0.45.

range 90 \ A\ 110 shows a slightly di†erent behavior, as the A\ 90 peak (N \ 50) is not so pronounced, due to the fact that lines do haveY
e,heavy [ 0.446

intersections in the nuclear chart with a separation energies of B6 MeV already for N \ 50. The A\ 110 mass range is in total still overproduced, and only a
reduced weighting of lower entropies can cure this. Neither case can account for the AB 80 r-process peak.
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tones are accompanies by a strong weight. For theY
e
\ 0.49

lower entropies populate nuclei at similar a separation ener-
gies of B6 MeV in the a-rich freezeout, but for Y

e,heavy B
These are nuclei in the valley of stability orY

e,global[ 0.446.
even on its proton-rich side for N \ 50 (see Fig. 13 in

et al. 1997) and contours of MeV). OnceMo� ller Qa \[6
becomes smaller than (see eq. [8]), due to theY

e,heavy Y
e,globalincreasing strength of the a-rich freezeout with entropy, it

changes fast as a function of entropy. Consequently, there is
not a strong weight in components with Y

e,heavy \
0.446È0.410, which produce N \ 50 isotones.

Independent of the N \ 50 abundance features, for Y
e
\

0.45 as well as 0.49 a strong overproduction is found for the
whole region 90 \ A\ 110, which is also due to a neutron-
poor but a-rich freezeout. It looks less severe for the Y

e
\

0.49 case, owing to the absence of the spike at N \ 50 and a
decreasing weight function with decreasing entropy. It is
not obvious what weight such mass zones would carry in a
realistic astrophysical environment, but in order to be com-
patible with solar r-abundances a much smaller weight
would be needed for the lower entropies than equation (11)
predicts with the best-Ðt choice for andx1 x2.A mass region that is not produced in either of the cases is
the Ðrst and important AB 80 r-process peak, showing
underabundances by a factor of the order of 100. This
region can only be well reproduced (see ° 2 and Fig. 3) but
nuclei with neutron separation energies of the order S

n
B

3.8 MeV in the vicinity of the N \ 50 closed shell and not
by any neutron-poor a-rich freezeout. Figure 2b in Ho†man
et al. (1996) shows the same e†ect if one considers that ratios
in comparison with solar abundances and not with solar
r-abundances are shown. The r-process nuclei in that plot
are the neutron-rich isotopes, which are underabundant by
about a factor of 100.

In total, the results of high-entropy superpositions dis-
cussed in this subsection can be characterized by two
aspects in comparison with the classical approach : (1) for
A[ 110 both approaches lead to very similar r-process pat-
terns, and nuclear structure features show up in a very
similar way. Thus, we have a sound basis to relate r-process
patterns and deÐciencies to nuclear structure. (2) For
A\ 110 high-entropy environments are dominated by
abundance patterns that relate to a separation energies and
not to neutron separation energies. Such behavior is not

comparable to the classical approach and also does not
agree with solar r-abundances in this mass region. There are
several possible conclusions to be drawn from this : (1) the
high-entropy wind is not the correct r-process site (due to
inherent deÐciencies in the abundance pattern below
A^ 110 as well as the problems in obtaining the high
entropies in SN explosions, required for producing the
massive r-process nuclei with A^ 195), or (2) the high-
entropy wind model overcomes the problems in attaining
sufficiently high entropies and produces the masses beyond
A^ 110, but avoids or dilutes strongly the ejection of the
lower entropy matter. In the latter case another site has to
be responsible for the lower mass region.

L ow-Entropy Environments4.2. L ow-Y
e
,

In order to obtain a good reproduction of r-process
abundances for A\ 110, a higher neutron density is
required for lower entropies, which leads to an abundance
pattern being also dominated by neutron separation ener-
gies for nuclei with A\ 110. An extension of to smallerY

evalues, as low as 0.3, could in itself solve the problem. This
might be possible by constraining and Ñuxes and meanl

e
l6
eenergies in supernova environments (Qian & Woosley

1996). But in addition to a lower also lower entropies areY
e
,

required. This can be deduced from Figure 9b. It shows the
ratio plotted in the (S, with a logarithmicY

n
/Yseed Y

e
)-plane

entropy axis extending to down entropies as low as
S \ 10~2. Here the simple linear scaling with S is no longer
valid. The contour lines form a plateau and depend only on

This can be interpreted in the way that entropies belowY
e
.

0.15 baryon~1 (see ° 3.1) lead to a normal rather than ankBa-rich freezeout. In such a case (lacking a-particles) we have
and is only determined byY

e,heavy\ Y
e,global, Y

n
/Yseed Y

e(independent of the entropy). A normal (but not a-rich)
freezeout causes an abundance distribution of heavy nuclei
after charged particle freezeout around AB 50È70 (not
being tilted to larger A-values by large remaining a
fractions). The amount of neutrons left is large enough to
produce the abundance pattern in the range 80 \ A\ 130
in a clearly neutron captureÈdominated process, which
results in a similarly good Ðt (see Fig. 15) to those obtained
in site-independent, classical studies based on neutron den-
sities rather than entropies (see Fig. 1). In order to cover the
whole range of ratios for reproducing a full r-Y

n
/Yseed

FIG. 15.ÈA low value and a high density o [ 107 g cm~3 ensure a normal (low-entropy) freezeout with a sufficient amount of neutron left forY
e
\ 0.35

the synthesis of 80 \ A\ 120 nuclei. This calculation utilizes the droplet model by (Hilf et al. 1976) and thus avoids the trough for 110\ A\ 120. A further
decrease in (see Fig. 9b) will increase the ratio to account also for the upper mass range of r-process nuclei. Such an environment is similar to theY

e
Y
n
/Yseedtraditionally discussed and high-density scenarios related to neutron stars (see, e.g., Cowan et al. 1991 ; Meyer 1994).low-Y

e
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process abundance pattern, has to extend down to 0.13 inY
enormal freezeout (low-entropy) conditions. It has been

shown before (Meyer 1989 ; Hillebrandt, Takahashi, &
Kodoma 1976) that for such sufficiently values (coldY

edecompression of neutron star matter) the upper end of the
r-process can be produced as well.

4.3. Possible E†ect of Neutrinos
There have been suggestions that neutrino-induced spall-

ation of nuclei in the A^ 130 and 195 peaks, caused by a
strong neutrino wind from the hot neutron star, can play an
important role (Qian et al. 1996). We performed cross
section calculations for these neutrino-induced processes,
which are given in Table 2 for a typical nucleus in this mass
region and based on the continuum RPA calculations dis-
cussed elsewhere (Kolbe et al. 1992). These are only the
neutral current cross sections. Charged current reactions,
like can produce nuclei at similar excitation ener-(l

e
, e~),

gies (due to the same spectrum) and thus also lead tol
eneutrino spallation. The rates for both types of reactions are

of the same order (Qian et al. 1996) for the same neutrino
energies. Multiplying these cross sections (alreadypl(T , k)
averaged over a neutrino distribution and characterized by
temperature T and a chemical potential k) with a neutrino
Ñux gives the reaction rates The neutrino Ñux'l jl \ pl'l.experienced by a mass zone at a radius r(t) at time t is'l(t),given by (Fuller & Meyer 1995 ; Qian et al. 1996)

'l(t)\ 4.97] 1041
A L l(t)
1051 ergs s~1

BAMeV
SElT

B

]
A100 km

r(t)
B2

cm~2 s~1 , (13)

where is the total neutrino luminosity of the coolingL l(t)neutron star at time t and the average neutrino energy.SElTWhile can be of importance for the whole duration(l
e
, e~)

of the r-process, behaving like a b~ decay from Z to Z] 1
and thus causing e†ectively an acceleration of the r-process
(Qian et al. 1998), l-spallation, producing nucleus (A[ i)
plus i neutrons is only of importance during the Ðnal
neutron freezeout. Only then neutron captures and photo-
disintegrations will not immediately ““ repair ÏÏ the damage
and move back to (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium abundances. This
neutral current, neutrino-induced spallation can also be
caused by k and q neutrinos, which have higher average
energies than electron neutrinos MeV(SElk,qT B 25 \nTlk,qwith a temperature of the order of 8 MeV). At the time of
the freezeout, when this e†ect could be of importance,
matter has moved to a distance of 1000 km from the
neutron star in the original calculations by Woosley et al.

(1994). Making use of equation (13) for with r \ 1000'l(t)km, ergs s~1 and a decline ofL l,0 \ 5 ] 1050 L l(t \ 1000
(from the original calculations by Woosleys)/L l,0\ 0.318

et al. 1994), results for MeV inTlk,q \ 8 jl \ pl (Tlk,q \ 8
MeV, k \ 0) s) \ 3.5] 10~5 s~1 or a neutrino'lk,q(1000
spallation half-life (if taking into account four Ñavors) of

s, after which 50% of the nuclei areql\ ln 2/jl\ 5 ] 103
destroyed by this e†ect. If one includes the information that
such a mass zone moves out to larger radii (and each factor
of 10 leads to a decrease in the Ñux by a factor of 100), the
e†ect of neutrino spallation seems marginal. This frame-
work can only be changed by also changing and espe-L l,cially r(t) to be of the order of several 100 km (Qian et al.
1998).

Here we would like to discuss whether this e†ect could
cause a Ðlling of the abundance troughs below the AD 130
(and 195) peaks, which resulted in the classical as well as
entropy-based calculations for mass models without shell
quenching far from stability. The abundance trough below
the 130 peak has to be Ðlled down to AB 110 with about
5% of the peak abundance at A^ 130 in order to obtain the
solar r-abundance pattern. If only one neutron is emitted in
each spallation event, it requires 20 events to produce the
A^ 110 abundance from A^ 130 nuclei, and each nucleus
has to have undergone l-spallation with an efficiency of
86% (0.8620\ 0.05). If we assume as an absolute upper
limit four emitted neutrons, only Ðve events have to occur,
leading to a required efficiency of 55% (0.555\ 0.05). In
both cases we would expect not only a Ðlling of the trough
but also an unwanted change of the peak abundance
pattern.

Thus, while abundance e†ects of order 1 are possible by
neutrino spallation in the wings of the A\ 130 peak (down
to A\ 124 ; Qian et al. 1996), and maybe this e†ect could
improve the too-large odd-even staggering in abundances,
we still need for the large trough in the mass region
110 \ A\ 120 the nuclear structure e†ects (shell quenching
far from stability) outlined in detail in Chen et al. (1995) and
Kratz, Pfei†er, & Thielemann (1998) as well as in °° 2 and
4.1, especially as such e†ects are already observed experi-
mentally. For a general review of whether neutrino inter-
actions with matter actually support or hinder the
occurrence of an r-process, when taken into account in a
consistent way for nucleons and light as well as heavy
nuclei, see Meyer, McLaughlin, & Fuller (1998).

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In the present paper we followed the expansion of matter
with initial high entropies S (as expected from a high-
entropy neutrino wind in supernovae) on expansion time-
scales q through the freezeout of reactions with declining

TABLE 2

TOTAL INTEGRATION CROSS SECTIONS FOR NEUTRAL CURRENT NEUTRINO SCATTERINGa

(T , a) (4, 0) (6, 0) (8, 0) (10, 0) (3, 5) (5, 5)

130Cd(l, l@p)129Ag . . . . . . 2.1 ([8) 1.5 ([6) 1.2 ([4) 1.2 ([4) 5.7 ([10) 2.2 ([7)
130Cd(l, l@n)129Cd . . . . . . 9.1 ([2) 3.8 ([1) 1.1 (0) 2.4 (0) 2.8 ([2) 1.8 ([1)
130Cd(l, l@a)126Pd . . . . . . 1.5 ([7) 1.7 ([5) 1.6 ([3) 1.6 ([3) 2.8 ([9) 2.1 ([6)
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.1 ([2) 3.8 ([1) 1.1 (0) 2.4 (0) 2.8 ([2) 1.8 ([1)

a The cross sections are given per nucleon in units of 10~42 cm2 and averaged over neutrinos and
antineutrinos.
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temperatures and densities. While this has been done before
by a number of investigators, this is the Ðrst time that di†er-
ent nuclear mass models have been explored in such
dynamic investigations. We compared the similarities and
di†erences between this approach and the classical, site-
independent approach, based on (constant) neutron number
densities temperatures T , duration times q, and then

n
,

assumption of an (n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium (Kratz et al. 1998,
1993). We examined especially whether there exists a
one-to-one mapping between the two approaches :

1. We could show that this is the case for entropies that
lead to a strong a-rich freezeout of charged particle reac-
tions with a large Ðnal neutron-to-seed ratio. In these cases
the charged particle reactions are followed by an r-process
with very high neutron number densities, which ensure an
(n, c)È(c, n) equilibrium, produce nuclei with mass numbers
A[ 110 in similar quantities in comparison to solar, and
the neutron separation energy of the r-path at neutron
freezeout is the same one as in the corresponding com-
ponents of the classical approach with constant and T .n

na) Concerning the inÑuence of nuclear properties far from
stability, we could show that the conclusions of the classical,
site-independent calculations of Kratz et al. (1993), Chen et
al. (1995), and Pfei†er et al. (1997) remain valid for the
A^ 130 region. All contributions to this mass region are
synthesized for conditions with short freezeout timescales
that are well described by the waiting-point approximation
with a sudden freezeout. For both approaches the abun-
dance deÐciencies can be cured by quenching of shell e†ects
from stability.

b) For the A^ 195 peak this is not so evident. The
freezeout timescales of the corresponding components are
long, and nonequilibrium neutron captures can Ðll the
trough before the peak. This can result in a good Ðt even for
the ETFSI mass model, which led to the most pronounced
trough in previous calculations within the waiting-point
approximation. Thus, the one-to-one mapping for the two
approached might not be fully correct, as the freezeout can
cause moderate changes for the high-entropy components
that produce nuclei with A[ 150È160. A recently discussed
enhancement of neutron-capture rates, due to changes in
giant dipole resonance properties of neutron-rich nuclei
with neutron skins, could, however, potentially change
matters again toward a one-to-one mapping, as (n, c)È(c, n)
equilibria, which caused the troughs in the classical
approach, are attained for a longer period.

2. There exists no correspondence between the classical
and the entropy-based approach for lower (high) entropy
contributions (in our model S \ 200 and below for Y

e
\

0.45). Under these conditions the neutron number densities
after charged particle freezeout are marginal and have non

ninÑuence on the related abundance pattern, which covers
the mass range 80 \ A\ 110 and is the produce of charged
particle reactions and a neutron-poor, a-rich freezeout. It is
not meaningful to compare these contributions to classical
r-process calculations.

a) Our detailed analysis shows also that it is not possible
to obtain a good Ðt for these components to the solar
system r-process abundance pattern in the mass range
A\ 110, unless a nonmonotonous weighting of com-
ponents with lower entropies is used. The Ðrst r-process
peak at A\ 80 is impossible to reproduce in such an
environment. Instead of a peak at A^ 80, a strong over-
production of A^ 90È110 nuclei (somewhat dependent on

the mass model and occurs. To avoid the over-Y
e
)

production of these elements, it is necessary to exclude quite
large region in the plane at lower(Y

e
, S)-parameter

entropies.
b) We could show, however, that conditions with low

entropies S \ 0.1 and low values of the order of 0.35,Y
ewhich lead to a normal (i.e., not a-rich) freezeout and sub-

sequent neutron captures, can provide neutron densities
that resemble the classical r-process discussed already in the
site-independent classical studies of ° 2. They can produce a
good Ðt to the solar abundance pattern in the mass range
80 \ A\ 130 (Figs. 15 and 9) and might correspond to
astrophysical sources related to expanding neutron star
matter.

3. What can we learn from these entropy-based studies
and the fact that the r-process abundances below A\ 110
cannot be reproduced correctly for high-entropy environ-
ments? There exist several possible conclusions :

a) The high-entropy wind is not the correct r-process site,
owing to the inherent deÐciencies in the abundance pattern
below A\ 110, as well as the problems in obtaining the
high entropies in SNe II explosions, required for producing
the massive r-process nuclei up to A^ 195 and beyond.

b) The high-entropy wind scenario in supernovae over-
comes the problems in attaining such high entropies and
produces only the masses beyond A\ 110, avoiding or
diluting the ejection of the lower entropy matter. In the
latter case another site has to be responsible for the lower
mass region.

c) Such a site has to be characterized by values as smallY
eas 0.3, and also lower entropies close to a normal freezeout

(S D 1). Cold high-density matter in b equilibrium (see
Meyer 1989 ; Hillebrandt, Takahashi, & Kodoma 1976)
would fulÐll these constraints. Variations in down to 0.13Y

ewould also provide ratios sufficient to produceY
n
/Yseedheavy r-process nuclei.

d) Whether such an interpretation (A\ 130 from low-Y
eand low-S conditions, A[ 130 from high-S conditions) is

the solution, or low-S conditions also produced heavy r-
process nuclei, might eventually be answered by obser-
vations. There seems to exist meteoritic evidence, discussed
by Wasserburg, Busso, & Gallino (1996), that the last r-
process contributions to the solar system for A[ 130 and
A\ 130 came at di†erent times, i.e., from di†erent types of
events deduced from the extinct radioactivities 107Pd, 129I,
and 182Hf in meteoritic matter. It is highly desirable to have
an independent veriÐcation of this from observations of
low-metallicity stars, which apparently show a completely
solar r-process composition for nuclei with A[ 130
(Sneden et al. 1996 ; Cowan et al. 1997), possibly stemming
from the Ðrst events in our Galaxy that produce r-process
nuclei (Mathews, Bazan, & Cowan 1992). It is also neces-
sary to explore the abundances of nuclei with A\ 130 in
such observations, in order to test whether the solar pattern
will also be found there or is absent, owing to di†erent
evolution timescales of two independent stellar sources for
these di†erent mass ranges of r-process nuclei.

The results presented in this study beneÐtted from dis-
cussions with A. Burrows, W. Hillebrandt, R. Ho†man, P.
Vogel, H.-T. Janka, Y.-Z. Qian, and the referee S. E.
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BMBF (grant 06Mz864) and DFG (grant Kr806/5), the US

NSF (grants AST 9618332 and PHY 9407194), the DOE
(contract DE-AC05-96OR22464), and the Austrian
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APPENDIX A

DYNAMIC r-PROCESS CALCULATIONS

This study was performed with a full dynamic r-process code, utilizing the numerical techniques published in Cowan et al.
(1991) and Cowan, Cameron, & Truran (1983). This scheme linearizes the set of di†erential equations for the individual
abundance evolutions by assuming a slow change of approximated to be constant during each time step. is evolved viaY

n
, Y

nmass conservation. Therefore, mass conservation is no longer an independent quantity that can be used to control the
accuracy of the calculation. We have to require

K *Y
n

Y
n

K
> 1 (A1)

for each time step in order to apply this approximation. A simple formula for a rough estimate of the above condition can be
related to the ratio, where is the mass fraction of all nuclei that capture neutrons. The change of over eachX

n
/Xseed Xseed Y

ntime step is given by mass conservation,

*Y
n
\ [;

i,j
A

j
*Y(Zi,Aj) . (A2)

The ratio can be written in the formX
n
/Xseed

X
n

Xseed
\ X

n
;

i,j Aj
Y(Zi,Aj)

\ r ; (A3)

can be replaced by due to When choosing time steps that ensure that typical abundance changes areX
n

Y
n

X
n
\ A

n
Y
n
\ Y

n
.

not larger than the fraction equation (A3) can be expressed in the following way :f ( o*Y(Zi,Aj) o¹ fY(Zi,Aj)),

o Y
n
o\ r ;

i,j
A

j
Y(Zi,Aj)º

r
f

;
i,j

A
j
o*Y(Zi,Aj) oº

r
f
K
;
i,j

A
j
*Y(Zi,Aj)

K
\ r

f
o*Y

n
o , (A4)

or

K *Y
n

Y
n

K
¹

f
r

. (A5)

Thus, the fractional abundance change f has to be chosen according to the neutron/seed ratio r in order to attain a sufficiently
small and ensure the validity of the linear approximation.*Y

n
/Y

n
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